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INT C
" TTCTION
The commonplace element in the noptry of* Robert. Bums
is ver^ out o+ ^r/1 Ing , for Burns lived among the plo^d fielda
of an agricultural country, and sane; "the sentiments and
manners hie felt and saw in himself ^nd hi ° n 1 ° t i ° nom^o^ "
.
Before I was able to appreciate the true excellence and
completeness of his portrayal of the common^l^ , I found
it necessary to consult Scottish economic and so^. ! histo^v
and to make a brief study of the economic, domestic, social,
religious, and superstitious life of the peasant in r=l^tion
to the conditions existing in the society in which he lived.
Pobert Burns expresses his sympathy for the ooor snd
cries out asainst the oppression by the land owners, the
clersy, and the gentry. He appeals to the human heart as
it had not been since the d^ys of Elizabeth.
The rouch scenes of Scottish life ar° not seen by
^rns in any Arcadian illusion, but in the smoke snd soil
of a too h^rsh reality, they are lovely to him. Poverty
is indeed the poet's companion, but Love and Course also.
The simple feeling?, th^ worth, the nobleness, that dwell
under the straw roof, are dear and venerable to hi? heart;

and thus ov^r the lowest provinces of man's existence
he nours the glory of his own soul.
The pictures that Burns has painted for us are not
from heresay, but from sight and experience; it is the
scenes that he h^s lived and labored amidst that he
describes. Those scenes, rude and humble as they are,
have kindled beautiful emotions in his soul, noble thoughts
and definite resolves. He speaks forth what is in him
because his heart is too full to be silent.
Burns' s discontent was the expression of the
justifiable discontent of his class, the common Deoole.
He also reflected the brave optimism of the labouring
folk, who out of the hardest environment contrived for
themselves a little haooiness. Burns 's natural gaiety
and loving kindness and ever present sense of humor
reveal themselves in his intensely sympathetic descriptions
of the slnrole pleasures of peasant life; but ever and
anon he bursts forth with wrath against the injustice
of the peasant's fate, or melts into tears of pity for
the hard
,
unlovely lot of the poor.

To the common neoole, Burns is the "sun" because
he had exnerienced the same love, hate, fear, loys, and
sorrows out of which materialize tragedy and comedy,
laughter and tears. He sings the sentiments and manners
he felt and saw in himself and hir rustic comoeers around
him in his and their language.

ECONOMIC LIEE
This Dha=e of the life of Burns* peasantry deserves
particular emphasis because of the predominating influence
that their agricultural life had over every other phase of
their existence. It is only after a study has been made
of the rural economy of the times in which Burns lived
th D t one is able to discover and to appreciate fully the
wealth of information which he reveals concerning the
economic status of the Scottish peasant. The comorehensiv
picture which he gives serves to emphasize the feet that
society had not, to p.ny extent, taken the peasant into
account in its advance upwards. As an example, we find
that in a letter to his cousin in Montose , as late as
1783, Burns complained of the barrenness of the land, of
the need for improved methods of agriculture and the
d iff icul tv of d i °' c over in cc ^nd P r>'niyj_nQ' them. The f^ct
that Burns 1 peasants were farmers of the old school in
a period of agricultural ^nd social advancement seems to
lust ifv the attitude of discontent towards their
environment which he attributes to his peasantry. It is
true that he also reflects the brave optimism of the
laboring clegs, who could find a degree of happiness
and contentment with the bare necessities of life.
<
But it is in the portrayal of the hardships and
struggles of a discontent ^ peasantry that his works
are typical of the common oeoole. A consideration of the
peasant' 1 s relations with his superiors , of his relation
to the soil, as determined by the condition of the land,
the implements employed in tilling th° land, and the
resulting product , will aid in obtaining a fairly comolete
idea of his economic situation.
It is obvious that Burns, along with contemporary
writers, such as Car»t°in Tcohan and Colonel Fullerton,
deplored the changes that were taking place in the manners
and the customs of the uooer classes. The homely relations,
which had. existed in former days between the richer and the
ooorer ^l^spes , were diminishing because of the increased
prosperity of the gentry.
Into such conditions a" these it is easy to fit the
rict^r^ that Burns gives of the gentry in Twa Dogs
.
In this ro^m he describes the rich laird who lives the
life of leisure. He idles away at olays and operas, or
travels to foreign countries in search of pleasure.
" And unco oack and thick thegither;
Whyles scourg'd swa in lang excursion,

n
...*t oner^s and olays parading,
Mortg sing, rambling, masque rad in?
.
11
Pijrns, distressed that the money for which the cotters
have to toil so hard should bp soent so wasteful11jr,
expresses the wish that the sentry remain at home and
take an interest in th<= rural life, wheri he says:
"0 would they stay aback frae courts,
An' please themselves wi' country snorts,
It wort for every one be better,
The laird , the tenant, and the cotter V"
This reflective and tolerant attitude toward the
sentry, as a whole, would not naturally be felt by the
peasants toward individuals who treated their with
inhumanity. Colonel Fullarton says that these men of
hish degree, who displayed haughty and unsympathetic
manners, were looked upon with contempt by the peasantry.
Burns employed his caustic sarcasm in describing men of
this tyre.
.
He gave voice to the resentment that a
peasantry, always noted for its free speech and love of
independence, felt toward these, "tilted knaves", whose
glittering show" was upheld by the labor of the peasants.
He points this out in the
"...staunse, cooky-headed
,
graceless gentry,
Th° m°rryment and ruin of the Country •
Complete ^'Wical Works of Robert purns , Thos. Y. Crowell
& Company, ^ub.- "The Twa Doss", p. 1,3.
( I (
Put the Decants still retained their traditional
respect for their superiors when their actions warranted
it. Colonel Fullarton says that men of high decree were
resoected only in so far as they possessed Qualities of
stability of character, urbanity of manners, honor, and
humanity. Th^t there were men of this tyoe is set forth
in a Doem dedicated to Gavin Hamilton F!sq. Hamilton is
the peasant's ideal landlord, for
"The ooor man weens - here Gavin
sleeps
,
Whom canting wretches blam'd;
But with such as he, where'er he be,
May I be sav'd or damn'd
In general the relations bet'-°en the resident lord and the
tenants, concerning renting of land, were unoleasant;
and it i? aooarent that until better relations could be
established, the situation of the oeasant could not be
improved
.
It is evident that throughout the century the nepsant
was forced to rent his land under unfavorable conditions.
Burns crives convincing nictures of the r>rev° iling difficultie
Miich the neapant encountered in the renting of his land.
Tbid: "^nit^Dh For Gavin Hamilton", p, 64.
r
He speaks stronarly of the disadvantages that many of
the laborer? had to suffer because of the creed of the
landlords. The practice whereby the farmers who wished
to enlarge their own farms deprived poor tenants of their
holdings is shown by Burns when he describes the distress
of those who,
"Are riven out baith root and branch,
Some rascal's nridefu* creed to quench..."
The unsympathetic and insolent attitude of the factors,
who were only interested in the dues they could collect
from the peasantry, is also depicted by Burns when he
pictures the distress of the tenants who cannot pay their
rent.. The factor will
" stamp and threaten, curse an swear,
apprehend them, poind their gear;"
Other conditions which Burns mentions in connection
with the peasants* tenure were the retention in many
cases of the old customary restrictions. For example,
nearly all of the land was "thurl'd" or "astricted"
to a certain mill and the peasant forced to carry his
grain there. Here the "melder", that portion of meal
Ibid: "The Twa Dogs", p. 3.
"The Twa Dogs", p. 2.
r
taken e-^ch time to the mill, was weighed and the miller
exacted his dues. "Kate" refers to this when she complains
to" Tarn".
,,rHiat ilka melder si' the miller
Thou sat as lane; as thou had siller;"
The services , which required the oeasant to till, to sow,
and to reap the crop of the landlord, and to carry peat and
coals "for his fires, are mentioned in The Twa Dogs
.
"Cur Laird czets in his racked rents,
His coals, his kain, and a 1 his stents;"
It was in face of such strained relations as we have
noted that the oe^sants turned half-heartedly to the
cultivators of the old school. It is interesting to find
echoes in his noetry of the efforts some were making to
instruct the peasantry in improved methods of tilling the
soil. This fact is revealed in a significant statement
in The Vision.
,,c
:ome teach to meleorate the plain,
Some tillage- skill;"
A general view of the lands cs.no will serve as an
Ibid: "Tarn 0' chanter"
, p. 99.
"The Twa Dogs", p. 2.
"The Vision*1
,
p. 22.
\
explanation of many drawbacks which Burns' peasants had
to face in their struggle for a living. The landscape
presented a bleak aspect, except in places where the
natural \^oods survived in the sheltered valleys. Such
a barren landscape was not only deplorable because of its
lack of beauty, but because there was a great need for
trees and shnbs to shelter the fields from blasts and
storms, and to assist in draining the soil of its bogs.
Often Burns expresses his love for the native woods, but
he also saw the necessity for the planting of more trees,
as is shown in the Pumblp Petition Bruar Waters.
"He'll shade my banks wi* tow' ring trees,
And bonnie spreading bushes.
"This, too, a covert shall ensure,
To shield them from the storm;"
He knew the discouragement that the peasant felt on seeing
his ripening strain beaten down by the strong wind, and
blown "o'er moor and boggs".
A more specific study of the landscape will reveal
not only the farm land, but large tracts of uncultivated
Tbid: "Bruar Waters", p. 105.
<
land. The immense expanse of land, which still remained
uncultivated and overgrown with broom heath, is often
pictured by Rjrns. We have such pictures of these wastes,
as dark waste hills, brown unsightly plains, and heathy
wastes unmixed with reedy fens. The sround was commonly
divided into infield and outfield, or as Burns expressed
it, "tillage and pasture" . The pasture land or "lea" is
rpf^rr<=>d to conspicuously throughout his poetry.
"While claver blooms white o'er the lea;
"And spreads her she^ps o* daisies white
Out owre the srassy lea;
"Her bonnie face it was as meek
\s ony lamb's upon a lea;"
It was the infield or tillage land that received most of
the attention of the farmer or of the ooet.
There is no hint of the rotation of crops, which
was soon to aid so much in making soil more productive,
^till other unfavorable conditions made infield difficult
to cultivate. Perhaps the most serious obstacles to
progress were the presence of the hirh, broad, winding
Ibid: "Country Lassie", p. 395.

ridges, which continued to disfigure field? »nd to make
land difficult to till. The ririg^s of %*tgs" are mentioned
frequently by Burns either in direct reference to the
peasants ' farming, or to their nrominenc^ in the landscape
as a setting for the various activities of rural life.
"0, gear will buy me ris;s o' land,"
He speaks of "corn rigs" Q nd "barley rices" in The - legs
0* Barley. The young girl in thenoem, Countrie Lassie,
considers the value of money in buy insr "rices o' land 11 .
In The Auld Fa rmp r ' s New Year Morning °aluta tl on to Hi s
Auld Mare t Maggie , ^rns sneaks of the "hain'd rig", or
grassy steeo between the ridges, in the place where the
old farmer grazes his cow. The width and heighth of the
ridges are evident from such remarks as,
"sin 1 I could striddle owre a rig",
and the young boy is spry enough to
"Ian o'^r the rig".
Ibid: "Auld Farmer's New Year's New Year's Morning", p.106.
"Tlther Morn" , p. 503.
"Epistle to John Lapraik"
, p. 167.
(
Along with the prevalence of the run-rig system
came the important matter of drainage. This r>hase of
farming is emphasized by "Rums, Extreme moisture of the
soil made the question of orooer drainage a serious one.
Existing conditions were h^rd to overcome, for, with the
introduction of the enclosure system, farmers had thought
they would inrorov<=> their land by making ditches wider and
the mounds hich^r.
In ^irns* time the landscape wae covered with these
deep, wide ditches. Around these ditches were built high
fences or dykes of turf or stone. Because of the attention
and energy that the ditches and dyke building claimed,
^urns gives vivid pictures of the peasant labourers engaged
in these occupations. For instance, the weary cotter is
pictured
" howkin' in a sheugh,
Wi 1 dirty stanes biggin' a dyke,"
It is interesting to find that he also illustrated the
growing use of hedges, which were taking the place of the
dykes, when he says,
" and sometimes a hedging «nd ditching
I go."
Ibid: "The Twa Dogs", p. 2.
a
Another feature of landscape is provided by the roads,
moving vehicles, and the farmers busy with various and
picturesque implements for tilling the soil.
Since the poor, almost impassable condition of the
roads wa r^ not altogether improved after the passing of the
Turnpike Act, Burns is Justified in describing a typical
road of the time in the following challenging tone:
"I'm now arrived, thanks to the gods
Tho pathways rough an^ muddy,
-
A certain sign that making roads
Is not thir. people's study,
And tho I'm not with scripture crammed,
I'm sure the bible says
That heedless sinners shall be damned
Unless they wend their ways."
Therefore, with roads under such condition, peasants
used old sledpres d rasped on runners or placed on tumbler
wheels and turnincr with the axle. With a Picture of these
crude vehicles in mind we can appreciate Purns' allusion
to "nic-ht horrid. Cars" which "^r^sr, dreary, clow", or
the coarse humor of the illustration that, "Jenny Greddes
like Willie Stalker's Mare", could have digested
Ibid: "Cn Mrs. Riddel's birthday", p. 198
.
"•^he Vision", p. 22.
(I
(
"tumbler wheels"
Harvest brought with it another -picturesque but most severe
t^sk. All day lonff the inor strode along the rists rilying
his threshing hook. The strain of thQ long hour? of labor
is snn^rent in the lines,
"The thresher? weary flingin - till
ThQ lee-lang day had tired me."
After the grains had been threshed the flail was
usually the only me = ns for separating the gr^in from the
straw. Burns makes no mention of the new invention? such
as the serving plough or the winnowing f^n.
Burns is crying out against the wrongs inflicted
upon the noor and declaring that men are eoual in rin-hts.
This he brin<7 a out in Honest ^ov" rty when he states
"That sense and worth o'er a' the earth
May bear the gree an 1 a that '.
For a 1 that, an' a' that '.
It's cominc yet, for a' that,
That man to m^n, the world o'er
Shall brothers be for a' that".
Ibid: "Honest Poverty", p. 323.
H,
'
Tha Hai Wi Wallace Bled", p. 315.
(
^urns is picturing an economic situation that is
local, but is none the less for all the world. Thomas,
Gray, Goldsmith, and Cowper gave us a glimpse of the past
but they did not understand man's struggles, hopes, and
joys th^t ^urns did. In spite of the existing conditions
Burns foun^1 ecreat pride in the commonplace duties o^ his
country. In q cots ^Tia Hai Wl "a 1lace ""le d he expresses
his love for his country.
"Lay the proud usurpers low '.
Tyrants fall in every foe f.
Liberty's is every blow *.
Let us do, or dip '. 11
This is a picture of a people, land ridden, priest
ridden, held in a double bond o^ poverty, material and
menta ,
•
Ci
£>OMESTIC AND SOCIAL
Just aa we have found that the agricultural life of
the °cotch oeasantry continued to retain many of its
orimitive forms, so it becomes evident that in nearly
all resnects, the domestic life of the peasants remained,
necessarily, frugal, homely, and orovincial. Nevertheless,
the f^ct cannot be ignored that afte.r the middl° of the
century there were decided si^ns of changes coming over
the habits and tastes of the rural classes. Therefore,
in an effort to trace in Burns' ooetry the outstanding
sign^ of these changes ^hich were influencing domestic
economy, we find him speaking of those "far less oolished
days", a -chase which is very significant an^ tyoical of the
way in which the oeoole were beginning to consider the
crude manners of the earlier pa'rt of the century. Again
^urnf give a us a view that peasants in general entertained
towards the unusual interest beine; taken in foreign affairs
when he represented their natriotic indignation in the
very obvious Question:
"'hat nepd this din about the town o 1 London?"
Another very apparent influence Rurns seems to have
(
noticed with r^cret, was the change that wider interests
in society were having on simple, domestic habits of °cottis!
girls. He makes his attitude clear in his warning; to the
"Mauchline Belles" who had forsaken their customary duties
to follow the ponular fashion of reading the novels of
Fielding and ^icha.r^ son. His advice to them is:
"Oh, leave novels, ve Mauchline Belles,
Ye 1 re safer at your sninnin-wheels .
"
Then, he exnlains his request in the lines:
"Your fine Tom Jones and O-randisons,
They make your youthful fancies reel t
"
In his description of these modern young ladies he hints
at arrowing interest of the rural classes in better wearing
apoarel, when he describes their appearance in the
following way:
,trrheir carriage and dress, a str^n^r would guess,
In Lon'on or Paris they'd gotten it k* ."
However, as interesting and important as this transformation
going on in the domestic life of the rubral classes appears,
Ibid: "0, Leave Novels", p. 333.
"Belles of Mauchlin", p. 190.

19.
we shall not be further concerned: for it was th° provincial
arid homely life , familiar to Burns, that still commonly
existed among the peasant class, and it is this life that
he pictures in sa'titt sn intensely sympathetic human manner.
Our interest will be to see the peasant in the licrht of his
family relation?, in tne licrht of t*he economy which he
employed in th hom^
,
and of the courtship customs oeculiar
to the Scottish peasants*
The first important ^^ct of domestic life of the
Scottish ipa^ant is found, undoubtedly, in the strength
of his domestic attachments. Burns is not ashamed to paint
the homely scenes and everyday aspects of the life about
him. The family a;roup after their week of toil, gathered
in patriarchal simplicity about the cotter's hearth-stone,
the blazing "ingle" of the country tavern, where the
drunken cronies, "o'er all the ills o' life victorious,"
sins; their jolly catches, oblivious of the storm without
or the ^rathf'O vTife at home. The current controversy
between the "auld and new lichts" in tp "kirk"; a wounded
har^ or s "flock of startled water— fowl — such are the
homelv materials reoriy to his han^.
This striking characterIs tie of ^oociqnt life is
revealed by Burns in most generous and intimate pictures,

such n s the scenes 'in the universally known no»rn, ^he
Cotter 's cQtuH^y Night . Here h» is ^icturincr scenes
typical of the home life of the majority of the peasants of
his dav. For examole , thi^ oeculiarly °cottish characteristic
traa observed with extreme admiration by Captain Tophan, who
wrote thus of their domestic life:
They are naturally grave, hospital and friendly
and have such a peculiar attachment to their own
country ?n^ familiar that were I to relate to you
the wonderful account which I have listened to with
astonishment
,
you could not but think th^t I was
border incr on romance."
Tophan, Vol. 1, p. 91.
After such a statement we may feel the deep sincerity
of the lines in which Burns imnlies that .domestic haooiness
is the main object of a peasant's life. The no^r cotter's
paramount ambition is:
" To make a haony fireside clime
To weans and wife."
for he believes,
"That's the true oatbos and sublime o^
human life."
Ibid: "Cotter's Saturday Ni^ht", p. 34.

We ent^r the dwelllhg and identify ourselves with the
daily life of the ooor. "The toil-'-'orn Cotter" nomine; home
at niecht "weary, o'er the moor", is met by his children,
"the expectant wee-thins:", his "wee bit inscle , blinkin'
bonnily," and hi° wife's smil*
"does a 1 his weary kiaugh c n^ care bestuile".
We observe him as he mingles with his brother men.
'-'hat warm, all-comoreh^ndins: , fellow-feeling *. What
trustful, boundless love His rustic friends, his nut-
brown maiden are no longer mean and homely, but a hero
and a queen, whom he prizes as the paragons of earth.
Burns repeatedly emphasizes the most remarkable
attitudes o^ the °cottish peasant that were, perhaps,
most conducive to the vest in his home life. The attitudes
were those of a certain wise contentm=nt wltn the simple
necessities as is indicated, and an independence which
caused him to sacrifice himself to any extent for the
welfare o^ his family. "Contented, wi' little? but "cantie
wi 1 mair", is a thoroughly typical attitude of the oeasant
towards his simple existence. This same philosophical
viewpoint o^ contentment with little appear? in First
Ibid: ,lr)r. "Rlacklock" , p. 158.

TUnjstle t o *avie , in which the noet advises the younger man
how to find true hardiness.
"it's no in titles nor in rank;
It's no in wealth like Lon'on bank,
To purchase neace and rest;
It's no in making muckle , mair:
It's no in books, it's no in lear,
To make us truly blest:
If happiness hae not her seat
And centre in the breast."
Burns, likewise, chives i.«;ords to this snirit of indenend
ence which the peasant felt in providing for his family.
These wor^s might well have been spoken of «ny earnest
peasant father:
"I have a wife and twa wee laddies,
They maun hap bro^e and brats o' duddies;
ve ken voursels my heart right proud is -
I need na vaunt
,
put I'll sned besoms - tbraw saugh woodies
,
Befor° they want."
This same trait of independence and nride led the
peasant to exert great efforts to care for the dependent,
Ibid: "Epistle to tfavie", p. 39.
"Dr. ^lacklock", p. 159.
••
old people of his household. Of course, ^rns , v/ho is
ever faithful to the finer fe^lin^s ^nd ideals of the
"humbler ranks" does not overlook this phase of their
family life. For the appearance "o 1 the reverend Granny"
in a number of family scenes bears testimony to the fact
that she was an important and honored member of the
family scroun. He refers to th"° children's love and
dependence unon the sympathy and assistance when,
"
_ree Jenny to her grannie says,
"ill ye cro wi ' me, grannie? "
Again we see her as a helpful member of the family:
"My grannie °he bought me a bauk."
As we turn from the more abstract Dualities of the
peasant's family attachments, time, patience, filial,
kindred ties, of which Burns sang so often, we find
revealed to us many of the actual details of the busy
domestic life that helped in a. large measure to sustain
these ties, ^urn c brings us into intimacy with homely
Ibid: "Hallowe'en", p. 29.
"Jolly Beggars", p. 113.

oicturesque scenes and activities of the daily life of a
oen~ant household, such as the homes in which they lived,
the duties in which they were enpraeced , and the food which
formed their daily fare.
"Frae morn to e'en it's' nought but tolling
At baking, roasting, frying, boiling;"
"An though fatigued wi' close employment,
k blink o 1 rest's sweet enjoyment. '
ni
'ith Joy unfeign'd brothers and sisters meet
An' each for other's weelfare kindly spiers:"
Although the Pictures that Burns drives of the homes
of his peasants are somewhat fragmentary we are able, to a
certain extent, to form a clear idea of their style and the
deccre^ of comfort which they afforded. The comforts of the
homes which he sometimes pictures were vastly superior to
the majority of the oeasant cottages. For instance, here
a serene picturesque view of a white-washed cottage of
the better sort is seen:
"Grlitteriner thro the tr^es appeared
. The wee white cot, aboon the mill,
Ibid: "The Twa Doses", p. 2

\nd oeaco full rose its sinprl meek,
That slowly curled uo the hill."
Its interior, altho exceedingly olain, seems to have
had a degree of comfort for the tired laborer. This is
Burns 1 own picture of it.
"At length hi^ lonely cot ??-or>e°rs in view,
Beneath the shelter of an aged tree;
Th 1 expectant wee- things, toddlin' stacher through
To meet their D^d
, wi' flichterin' noise an' lee,
His clean hearth-stone, his thrifty wife's smile,
Th-= lisnincr infant orattlins; on his knee,
Does a' his weary kiaush and care beguile."
Burns ^i^closes pnotb°r characteristic of the simole
interiors, when in Jolly Beggars he makes reference to
the ooen rafters of "keb»r a " of the roof. The most
unsanitary condition o^ having the cows' quarters separated
from the regular dwelling by only a partition seems to have
been the custom, for purns in The Cotter' s Saturday Night
states that while the family have their suooer + h° cow
"vont the ha lien snugly claws her cood". He also mentions
the latches of the cottaee doors which were wooden bar-
locks or ^ind
,
when he shows Charlie as
Ibid: "^otter's Saturday Night", p. 34.
r( I
26.
he jumped up the st^ir,
"nfl tirl'd at' the pin:"
Far too often, however, at thin time the "humble"
cottage of & Scottish oeasant was also a "squalid cot".
The exposure that the noor often had to endure bee • ie of
inadequate dwellings is distinctly set forth in a ' Winter
'
s
Night .
"Stretched on his straw' he lays himself to sleep,
,,Thile thro 1 the ragged roof *nci nhinky well,
Chill o'er his slumbers piles the drifty heap '.
"
In order that th picture of the hom^ life be complete,
let us view t*he busy lives of th% occuoants within the
cottages as B&frn!s fell's us, the beginning of the dny's
activities was signalled by the crowing of th~ cocl* who
" hailed the morning with a cheer,
A. cottage rousing craw."
This early rising was expected of every member of the
household, for the various dutiea th»t ^rns ascribes to the
different members of the family show that ^ach member had a
definite t°sk to accomplish. Th° boys' duties lay outside
Ibid: "Charlie He's Darling", p. 279.
"A Winter Night
,
p. 79.
(r
th° home, finop tb°y ai*e expected to. oboist with the f^rm
labor, a° Burns makps clear when he says,
"^o plough and sow, to req-o ^nd mow,
My father bred me1 early 0; "
He likewise Pictures the diligence of the housewife
and her daughters, showing the value of their numerous
labors in domestic economy of the times. purns s;ives us
many sciences at the humble duties of the Scottish women.
For instance, the occupation which perhaps consumed the
most time was the spinning of linens and woolens for
clothins; of the household,. The tediousness of this
industry of the home is quite apparent in the poem§ The
__
Cardin O'.T , in which the housewife had to tzo through all
the processes of preosrinn: the wool such as,
"The cardin o't, the soinnin^ o't,
The warpin' o't, the winnin 1 o't,"
The spinning of flax is referred to by Burns when he says,
"T bought my wife a stane o' linit
As (znde as e'en did £z;row,
And a' that has made o' that
Is a pure nund o'tow."
Ibid: "My Father Was A ^armer"
, p. 332.
"The Cardin O'T", p. 281.
"The Weary Fund 0' Tow", p. 261.
*
^rns reveals other homely duties of the thrifty
housewife, such as carina for the b°by, feeding the
chickens, and churning. Assisting with these tasks is the
daughter, who was e^rly t 01 i<xht to snin, to weave, and to
aid with th~ various duties. °ninnin??; was the occupation
out of which thc Scottish girls received the most
s^tis faction , as we assume from the charming oicture Burns
gives of the sirls ensued in this task. One illustration
will suffice to show the Scottish maids heartily at work
with the orimitive distaff and swindle on "rock and. reel",
^he satisfaction of Bessie at her spinning wheel is seen
in these verses:
"0, leeze me on my sninnin-wheel
kncj leeze me on my rock and reel,
^rae tan to tae th«t eleeds me bien,
And h^ns me fiel and warm at e'en •
I'll set me down, ^>nd sine:, an^ p^in,
While laigh descends the summer
^un,
Blest wi' content, and milk and
m^l -
0' leeze me on my sninnin - wheel "
Burns slso pictures th° young girl bu^y weaving at the
"wo rt~)in wheel" when she is trying, at the reouest of h°r
Idem- "C Leeze Me o" My Soinnin-^h^l"
, p. 263.
r
mother, "to warp a t>Iaicten ^,E,b."
"My mith°r ^°nt m<= to the town".
To warp a plaideh wabj
But the weary, weary wart)in o't
Has gart me siatfi and fab."
The erirls also assisted with the f^rm duties. Here is a
youn? a;irl whose duty it is to drive the sheep to the
pasture, for she is told to,
"Ca 1 the yowes to the know»s,
Ca 1 them where the heather <a;rows
,
Ca* th<=m where th<=> burnie rowes,
My bonie dearie V
The task of milking s°ems to have been assigned to the
daughter of the household, sinc<=
,
early in the morning,
we find aes?i- in the milking "shiel".
"Tn simmer, when th<= h n v was mawn
And corn wav'd gsHe'en in ilka field,
While claver blooms white o'er the
And roses blaw in Ilka bieid
,
plythe Bessie in the milkinrr shiel, w
We find Robi° as surinjg J>ann° that, if she will marry him,
her d^vs of drudging at " barn or byre" will be ov<=r.
Idem: "To ^hp Weaver's G-in Yr> G-o", p. 222
"Ca 1 The v ,.r« c tc The fenowes , r>. 245>
"in °immer T'Ti^n 'Hne Hay Was Mawn", p. 265.
rr
"At barn or byre thou shaltna drudge,
Or naething else to trouble th^e;
But stray amang the heather-bells,
And tent the waving corn wi' me."
Often the member? of th<= peasant families found it
necessary to ?<*°.v labor elsewhere: for it was difficult
to support larcce families on meagre wages and not to
worry ov°r the attempt* to make three guineas ^o the work
of five. This accounts for the boys in The Cottar 1 s
°a turda y Might who were
"At s^rivce out among the farmers roun;"
and the domestic service of the maids in th° ro°m The
Collier Laddie
,
who cheerfully remarks of her wages:
"I can win my five oennies in a day,
An 1 spend it at nisht fu' brawlie,
And make my bed in the collier'
s
neuk
And lie down wi 1 my collier laddie."
No doubt the endurance of the Scottish peasant in his
strenuous labors may be traced to some decree to the
nourishing foods which he ate. In the expression, " 1:hat
thousch on homely fare riin°", ^rns represents the
satisfaction and pride which the Scottish peasant had in
his simple but wholesome diet. New foods which were
Idem: "There Was A Lass", p. 327.
"Collier Laddie", p. 264.
r
beiner introduced were, in general, looked u^on with curious
eyes by th^ peasants. Meat was on the bill of fare, but it
had not become a general favorite, as his remark on roast
beef indicates. Therefore seriousness of Burns' scorn of
this food is very probable, when he says;
"Tie dree-ninec roasts to country lairds,
^ill icicles bans: frae their beards;"
Much rirai^e is lavished on bannocks, hearth cakes, which
were used on so^cial occasions. We find Burns' peasants
en.1oyin<? "bannocks o' barley, mashun bannocks". He makes
mention of these various kinds of bannocks on a. circular
plate or ccirdle , as may be se<=>n in Jolly Bep;o;ars , for they
were merry that
"Wi 1 jumoinc!; and thumping
The very ecirdle rancr"
,
In Hallo^e ' en the popularity of "sow'ns" is evident from
the willingness with which the a;roup left their pleasure
to enjoy "buttered sow'ns wi' fragrant lunt".
Ibid: "^or V That and A' That", p f 323.
"Epistle To James Smith", p. 19.
,,nannocVp 0' Bear Meal", p. 287.
(
32.
A discussion of the domestic life of Burns' peasants
would be incomplete without consideration of the wealth of
li&ht which he throws on courtship customs neculiar to
°cottish oe^sgnts. Dr. James Curr°e says, in his observation
of Scottish peasants, there were few outward sis;ns of love
making amona: the vounn; people, but the romantic nassion
which so often characterizes th^m was seldom to be found
in like decree amonp- pea sgnts of other countries. The
repression of affection, which wgs a very real trait of
^cotti ah character, gave rise to m=>ny of the ouaint °nd
romantic customs connected with courtship of the peasants.
Thp lovers, of course, sought means to overcome the
restriction^ of the older neople , and ther°fore Rums'
sonccs =?re full of references to th<= delights of th? secret
meetings, "by the mill and trystin thorn", "underneath the
birchen shade", or anions: th° "riss o' barley". Because
admirers of their daughters wore usually discountenanced
toy Mothers, defiance of r>ar^ntal authority was common,
^his i s a situation in which Rurns seems to deliprht in
exhibiting indpp<=ndence of the Scottish maiden in the
mana-T^n^nt of h^r love affairs.
Idem: "Hallowe'en", p. 31.
"^he Rices 0' Parlpy", p. 341.
i
^he independent and often shrewd attitude of the
young girl may be keen in fol ] o^incr the directions which
she gives her lover:
"0, whistle an 1 1*11 come to ye, my
lad 1 .
0, whistle an 1 I'll come to ye, my
lad I
Tho' father an' mother an 1 a 1 should
gae mad
,
C, whistle f?n' I'll come to ye, my
lad «"
In the coem Tam Glen Burns oictures the oerolexitie
of a young p:irl over the wisdom of her love affairs, since
she h*3 ? been instructed, like all the Scottish ecirls, to
treat attentions of voung men with indifference • °he
ooornS somewhat doubtful over her mother's instruction
when she says:
"My minni<= does constantly deave me,
And bid me beware o f young men.
They flatter, she says, to deceive me -
Rut wha can think sae o ! Tam G-len? "
Burns 1 understanding of human nature enabled him to
see the apoarent coldness of m^ny of the girl° towards the
advance of their suitors. His insight into this
characteristic has given us some of the most humorous
idem: "Whistle, 'nd I'll Come To v^u,Mv Lad", p. 222.
"Tam G-l^n", p. 259.
rr
and charming of all his love gon^°. It was on this theme
that he wrote ^jnc ^n Gray , ^o Duncan's pleadings "Meg
was deal" until his feigned indifference finally won her,
Again , the same theme appears in Praw Wooer. Here the
maiden who has also inherited the traditional attitude
of indifference towards her "wooer" frankly admits that
her coldness to him was only nretended.
"Last May a braw wooer cam down
the lang glen,
And sair wi ' his love he did deave
he.
T said there was nae thing T hated
like men:
The deuce gae wi'ffl to believe me,
believe me -
*he deuce gae wi'm to believe me I
Burns presents through-out his love r^oems situations
that are common to a ny society. For examole, there is
"Jamie" who has left a lover dosol»t.° to ^cc°nt the
attention of another, add "Johnnie" who cannot muster up
courage to tell "Jeanie" of his devotion.
The -pronounced feature of peasant courtship is the
orevalence of irregular love «mong the lower class, as th
following will show:
Idem: "Duncan Gray" , t>. 302.
"Last May a Braw Wooer", p. 312.
C'
t
n 1 WfrS is th*t at mv bower door?'
r O, wha is it but Findlay 1 1
* Then gal© yoin? gafte
,
ye'se na<^ be
hp re
,
1
'Indeed maun T '. ! ouo' FitlSlay*
•What mak ye, sae Tike a thief?'
'0, cora^ snd '.' quo 1 Findlay
•
'Before the morn ve'll work mischief/'
'Indeed will I » 1 quo' Findlay. "
"hatever were the errors of youth, it may be said th
in general, the Sobttish oea pants usually married and
remained constant; and it was thi^ fact' that made it
no a sible for ^urns to reflect on the joys of domestic lov
such as we find in the noem, John Anderson.
"John Anderson my jo, John,
"hen we were first acquent
,
vour locks were like the raven,
Your boni^ brow was brent;
Pur now vour brow is beld
,
John,
vour locks are like the snn",
°ut blessing on your frosty row,
John Anderson my jo '.
"
Purns had no illusion concerning the world in which
he lived. He was no dreamy mystic, nor yet romanticist,
an idealist, as all noets are, but he was a realist.
Idem: "'ha Is That k* My Bower Door? ", p. 259.
"John Anderson My Jo", p. 2*4.

Concerning the actual world in wUidh he lived he had no
miff conceptions . He, the ffon of a "toil worn cotter", '- r 9s
toil-worn and not a little care-scarred , even he had
emerged from childhood. He knew that his fate was the
fate of al] his social comoeers. He never accented ooverty
for justice.
" Trhy should a'e man better fare,
4nd a' men brithers^ "
"it's hardly in a body's oow'r,
To keep, at times, frae being sour,
To see how things are shar'd.;
How best o'chiels are whvles in want,
While coofff on counties g thousands rant,
A n ken na how to ware't."
The background of Burns' peasant's life is ooverty.
In his Pictures there is love and laughter and drinking
and high spirit in olonty; but at the back of it all, there
is ooverty. There are not only the humiliated, "poor
tenant bodies, thalin' the factor's snash
,
but also
"....poor, o'erlabour'd wisht
,
°o ab.lect, mean, and vile,"
Idem: "To Dr. Biacklock" , p. 158.
"^oistle to Davie, A Brother ^oet", p. 38.
<
37.
" T,Tho beprg a brother of the earth
To c^ive him leave to toil;"
Vbout the middle of the century there arose a new era
in the social and economical conditions of the country.
One by on° old DPejudicea lost their hold, and time worn
customs died out. Previous to this period most of the
farms had either been let without leases or on very short
tenures - two or three years. Now, however, the small
tenancies were combined into one farm and let to " substantial
tenants", who came under agreement with a lease of nineteen
years to carry out intelligent modes of agriculture.
"^airns in his ooetry makes this definite break with
the older traditions of the <=i"hteenth century. Unhampered
by the learning of the schools, he wrote from the inner
noT,er of the soul, *nd introduced into English noetry
a. new ^nd unmistakable sincere note of passion. Purns
shows a stron serin on life, a Drofound sense of man's
struggles, hones, and joym His ^oetry possesses a ring,
that was th^ echo of the modern snirit. It is not strange
th c t his v^ice rang out and sooke for humanity in words
Ibid: "The Twa Dogs", p. 41.
(II
<
like these:
"is th°r» for honest noverty
fha.t hincs his head, an' a' thajt
?
The coward slave, we nass him by -
We riqr^ be noor for a 1 that
^or a 1 th^t, an', a that,
Our toils obscure, an 1 a' that,
The rank is but th<= c-uinea's stamp.
The man's the Rood ^or a* that."
Many tim^s Burns T -rrote love «ona: a that' were tender
and exouisite, but the deeo undersong constantly makes
itse,lf heard, as this nl^a for human ch^ritv indicates:
"Th<=n cr^ntly scan your brother-wan
"till ct^ntl^r si?=t°r- woman;
Tho 1 th°y °:ang a kennin 1 --'rons;,
To step aside is hum^n."
The general conditions of lif^ in the towns and
countrv during the fir c t half of the elstfiteenth century
,.t^-^>o ^n m»ny ways superior to tho 00 of th*3 "or^ ceding
century. The im^rovpm^nt^ which h^d b^rnjn in the reign
of Elizabeth had b°en steadily, maintained, and the
standard of comfort had continued to rise. Substantial
dwellings of brick and stone now replaced in m<my
Ibid: "Is There For Honest Poverty", p. ?24.
(
localities the older half-timb°red buJLldings of late Tudor
time. G-lass was becoming common, nnfl furniture and cornets
of a better tyoe added to the comforts of the oeool<=.
This was a reriod when th° town r^ircned supreme. Fashion's
laws ver° eagerly obeyed by fashion's devotees; dress,
manners, customs, conversation were s^overn^d by the
strictest cod° of regulation*
It wr,a in the town rather th^n in the country th=>t the
greatest chancres '''?r° apparent,. Bad roads and slow
travelling still i&ade Journe,ys qpmewfyat difficult. The
provincial towns retained their importance as centres of
country society.
T
"hile society in town *nd country was thus pursuing
it 13 hicrhly artificial exi a tence th° middle classes were
also developing. The m^rch^nt^ were b^comin^ enriched
with the spoils of tr°d«. Class distinction began to
develop in the ranks of this class. Thif ^i c tinction was
^1=50 invpdina: the country districts. Many of the country
yeoman never went farther from their to^n or hom» than
the neighboring country to ,,rn, but in that home they
displayed a splendid hospitality. cince it is ^ rith the
noor of the towns 5nd country that purnp rie^ls we will
consider them.
(
The cr^n^r"! condition of the noor left touch to be
desired. In the towns they were callous, ignorant, restless,
and brutal. The newly-developed centres of industry were
often areas of drunkenness and vice. Popular amusements
were of a degrading type; gambling spread to all classes.
Burns in his Hallowe ' en gives us a picture of the so-called
good time the -poorer class enjoyed.
"Wi' merry sangs , an' friendly cracks,
I wa.t they did na weary;
And unco tales, an 1 funnie jok^s-
Their snorts were cheap an 1 cheery
Till butter 1 d sow'ns, wi* fragrant
lunt
,
Set a-' their* R°bs a-=?teerin;
Syne, si' a social glass o'strunt,
They parted aff eareenin
Fu' blvthe that night."
Tarn 0' ohant°r la another "picture of the drunkenness °mong
the poorer class.
"0 Tarn, had' st. thou but been sae
w i s e
,
"s taen thy ain wife Kate's advice '.
She tauld thee weel thou was a skellum,
A blethering, blustering, drunken blellum;"
Idem: "Hallowe'en", p. 29.
"Tarn 0' Shanter'S p. 2.

About t<=n vp^rq after th» Im^rican Revolution, which
had declared that men were <=oua!J. in rierhts, on the thres-
hold of the French Revolution ^.irns beo-pn to sing. H° was
the ooet of ^^tuocv^ cv, °xt°n<^inP! ths hand of brotherhood
to the patriots of France, when h° wrote th^t,
"Man* s inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn."
In these words he expressed what thousands were be cr inning
to feel. In his ooem For A 1 That and A 1 That, he save
to Eurooe, then in the orocess of a great social change,
an immortal declaration of human equality and of the £lory
of simple manhood.
"'
-nrince can mak' s belted knight,
A marqius, duke, an' a 1 that *.
But an honest man' s aboon his
might -
G-uid faith, he mauna fa' that ',
For a' that, an' a' that,
For a 1 that, an' a' that,
Their dignities, an' a' that,
The pith o sense an' oride o' worth
^re higher rank than a' that."
Idem: "Man Was Made To Mourn", p. 44.
"Is There For Honest Poverty", p. 324.
mi
HFor a 1 that , an 1 a' that '.
It* a comin yet for a' that,
That man to man the world o'er
Shall brithers be for a' that."
The Scottish capital was noted at this time for the
literary talent sea the red. there. In the most polished
drsiwing rooms of the city Burns met ^t^vart, Robertson,
°mlth, and others of scarcely less celebrity. He did not
suffer from thi^ contact with the ablest men of his country.
Indeed, it has been said by one who knew him well that
poetry was not his forte. His manner was open and manly,
a consciousness of native strength preserving him from all
servility. He showed as Lockhart says "in the strain of his
bearing his belief that in societj/- of the most eminent men
of his nation he was where he was entitled to be". He
cherished a nroud feeling of independence. He emphasized
individual worth and looked with contempt on what may be
regarded as mere accidents of birth and fortune. To this
feeling, which finds a. response in every nobl^ breast, he
gave exnression in his song, A Man* s A Man For A 1 That,
which might ilv voiced the democratic soiri 4" of the age •
"is there for honest ooverty
The man's the crowd for a' that."

RELIGION
Tn Scotland daring Bums' time there were two parties
divided by the church. One oarty Burns refers to as the
"Auld Lichts", who were the descendants of the old
Covenanters, whose memory is still cherished as martyrs.
The "Auld Lichts" believed in Justification by Faith, and
were inclined to exercise spiritual authority after a
despotic fashion.
The other party, called the "New Lichts", or "Moderates
vere not imbued with Calvinistic doctrine; they believed
that Christians, whether laymen or clergy, had no risrht to
lay down the law to their brethren in matters of faith and
practice. Tn Burns' noem= many allusions appear concerning
the feeling that existed between the two parties.
The oeasant took a keen interest in ecclesiastical
condition^ that existed. They did not pass by in silence
the church, its creed, its customs, its quarrels, but
=it>ent some time over the "Kirk's Marras", or the "Holy
Fairs", or the"Twa Herds". The people took an unusual
interest in church matters, for it was the Church that had
made the "cotoh ^formation. It was the Church that had led

out in the long struggle against tyranny.
The great mass of the peonle belonged to the
established church, and both their spiritual privileges
and their social standing were at the mercy of the Kirk
session. Offenses, which today would be overlooked, were
treated as public crimes and exposed before the parish.
Laxness in attend ins: divine services, travelling on the
-^bbath, and neglecting family worship very oft^n called
for prosecution by the church courts. ^rns 1 relation
with Jean Armour called for open rebuke before the con-
gregation. He says
j
"An 1 then, if kirk folks dinna clutch me,
I ken the devils dare nae touch me,"
Burns submitted, paid the fee, "a gowd guinea," and worse
than that, "Tholes their blethers".
Burns describes the sriefs and cares to be such as
made life a load too heavy to be borne. He contrasts the
peasant's desponding state with that of men more favored,
of whom he says with philosophic truth,
Complete T 'ork of Robert Burns, A.. L. Burt, ""Mblisher-
"Desoondency"
, p. 117.
w
"How blest the solitary's lot,
'•'•
rhile oraising ana1 raising
His thoughts to Heaven on hicrh,
As wand 'ring, meandering.
He vie"s the solemn sky. '
The resentment and orotest of the peasants against the
discipline of the clergy is shovm in Holy Willie 1 s Prayer >
Ahou wha in tho Heavens dost dwell,
'ilia, as it oleas^s best Thysel'
,
""ends ane to heaven and ten to hell,
A 1 for thy £lory,
And no for ony guid or ill
They've done afore thee '.
"Lord hear my earnest cry an' pray'r,
Against that oresbyt'ry
Thy strong right hand, Lord, make
it bare
Up' their he^ds;
Lord, weigh them, and dinna spare,
For their misdeeds."
Aecain in his "Address to the Unco Child", he nleads for
charity and Judgment.
"^hen gently scan your brother Man,
Still gentler sister Woman;
Tho' they may gang a kennin wrang,
To step aside is human:
One point must still be greatly dark,
The moving why they do it
;
And just as lamely can ye mark
How far oerhaps they rue it."
Ibid: "Holy Willie's ^rayer", p. 196.
"Address To The Unco Quid", p. 97.

Burns shows the stron~ sympathy with the liberal ism
of the "New Lichts" in his Epistle to John Goldle. ,
Again in The Twa He rds
_
he relates a ouarrel between the
two prominent Auld Licht ministers. V rith irony he
laments that
"The twa best herds in a 1 the wast,
That e'er ga'e gospel horn a blast,
These five an 1 twenty simmers past -
Oh, dool to tell 1
Hae had a bitter black outcast
Atween themsel 1 ".
From the Epistle to McMath it is evident that the
neoole had a sense of reverence for true religion. That
they hated sham needs no corroboration, for ^urns says,
"God knows , I'm no thing I shou 1 d be
,
Nor am T even the thin^ T could be,
But, twenty times I rather would be
an atheist clean,
Than under ^oroel colors hid be,
Just for a screen."
The peasants held contempt for "cold morality" and
held in disdain those who allied themselves with a
particular faith to cover their misdeeds. In ironical
Ibid: "^oistle to John G-oldie", p. 192.
"The Twa Herds", p, 192.
"^Pistl° to McMath", p. 19^.
•%
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fashion Bumf: satirizes th^se "hiptfi- fliers" in his
"Dedication to O-avin Hamilton", when he says,
Learn three-mile oray'rs, an' half-mile
graces
,
"i' wee 1- spread looves, an' lang, wry faces;
Grunt up a solemn, lengthen 1 d groan,
And damn a' parties but your own;
1*11 warrant then, ve're nae deceiver,
A steady, sturdy, staunch believer."
"The Cotter's Saturday Night" is a lovely oicture of
domestic religion in which the noet's father and the old
family Bible are interesting features. The manners and
religion oictured here are typical of Scottish peasant life.
The supoer of oorridge and milk and a bit of cheese is
followed by a reverent account of family prayers, the
father leading, the family joining in the singing of the
psalm.
We listen with attentive resoect to the father, when he
admonishes his children to obey their master's and their
mistress's commands, to be diligent and faithful in the work
appointed to them; to fear the Lord always, and never to
Tbid: "Dedication to Gavifl Hamilton", p. 131.

forecet their mornincr and evening prayers. We attend with
reverence when
"^he cheerfu' suDDer done, wi' serious face,
"TTney round the insrle form a circle wide;
The sire turns owre , wi' oatriarchial grace,
The biff ha ' -bible, ance his father's pride:
His layrt haffets wearing thin an' bare:
Those strains th^t once did swept in Zion elide,
He wa'tea a portion wi' ludicious care,
And, 'Let us worship God' he says with solemn air."
This a-count of the Cotter's worship is highly honor^bl-
to the Scotch peasantry in general.
In the last stanza of the dirge entitled Winte
r
Burns compares the fate of the leafless tree to his own,
Here he addresses God , not as a Stoic, but as a Christian.
"Thou ^ower Supreme, whose mighty scheme
Those woes of mine fulfi''"1 -
Here
,
firm, T rest, they must be best,
Because they are Thy will.
Then all I want, ( 'do thou grant,
This one request of mine'. )
c ince to enjoy thou dost deny,
Assist me to resign."
Burns represents his prrannv as returning from the noi^e of
Ibid: "The Cotter's Saturday Niccht", p. 119.
""'inters", p. 118.
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the house
"To say her prayers, douce, honest woman ',
Ivout the dykes."
The peasant people said grace bo + h before and after
meat
.
"I'll sit down o'er my scanty meal,
Be't water brose or muslin kail,
"i 1 cheerfu' face -
As land's the Muses dinna fail
To say the grace."
The grace is sometimes long, for Burns speaks of "three
mile prayers and half-mile graces". One very popular
grace that the peasants said be fore their meals is:
"^ome ha'e meat, and canna eat,
And some wad eat that want, it;
But we ha'e meat, and we can eat,
And sae the Lord be thanket."
Ibid: "Dedication to Q-avin Hamilton", t>. 1"?2
"Selkirk Grace", p. 223.
c
SUPERSTITIONS
In Scotland a belief in, ^>nd rpvpr°nce for, the
supernatural haa always prevailed anions^ th , oeoole of all
cl?s QC,c i *he ^hvsical features of the country may
account somewhat for this. A belief in witchcraft aooe^rs
to have prevailed in °cotl^nd from the earliest times, and
to have been fostered durins? th<^ dark a<a;es of the church,
and it still has a hold u^on the people, especially those
outside of the larger cities and to ,rns. A.11 the
superstitions which have held sway in Scotland have been
more or less identified with the r^lis-iou" sentiment of
the people.
Hallowe'en and Tarn 0_^_ ghanter
,
e specially, ^how
how Purns regarded th*3 ri ] superstitions. Her° we find
witche°, warlocks, ghosts, soblins, fairies, and devils.
We do not know how much the recants b®"1 leved in these
superstitions, but that they did believ° in th^m to sorp°
decrr^ i- ^uite evident, for at the Hallowe'en party Merran
"swat" an^ ^oor T^ p- wran through midden hol^ and V in
their terror, A.1po the sturdy °»b M rG-raen for
"...mony a d^y ^qo by himseT r
,
He was sae sairly frictht°d
That v°ra nicht;"
( n<
and "fetchin Jamie Fleck"
"Soared a horrid murder shout,
An' tumbled wi 1 a Pintle,
Out-owre that night".
Hallo^e 1 en contains a full and accurate account
of various spells on the eve of All Saints, when the
devil is thought to be let loose. At this time the
youthful oe as ants in Scotland were wont to emoloy th- se
soells in order to discover the form, n^me , and fortune
of their wives and husbands. These superstitious follies,
of which the oricrin is not accurately known, are gradually
di sappea ring.
The first ceremony at Hallowe'en was the culling
each of a "stock", or plant of kail. Thr young oeople,
who gathered, were out hand in hand with their eyes shut,
end nulled the firc t plant they met. Its size, large or
small, straight or crooked, was prophetic of the sh°pe
and size of all their soells. If any earth adhered to
the root, the future husband or wife was to have a
fortune; and the taste of the "custos", or heart of the
stem, was indicative of his temner or disoosition. '-^his
Burns oaints in the following words:

"Then first an' foremost through the kail,
Their stocks maun a* be sought ance."
The "yirdw , or earth, the "custoc", heart of the stem,
the "runt" all bear sonio superstitious amplications to
the on°s involved.
"Purnincr the nut° was another favorite charm. Fach
nut as it was laid in the fire was given the name of a
lad or lass.
"The auld guid wife's well hoard ' t nuts
Ire round an' round divided,
An' monv lads 'an* lasses' fates
Are there that night decided."
The oeasants believed that as the nuts burned together
or started from beside one another, the course of thei
courtship would be.
"?ome kindle, couthie , side by ^ide,
kn burn the either trimly;
Qome start awa, wi' saucy nride,
An' ,1umr> out-owre the chimlie
Ty' high that nicrht,"
Another superstitious ceremony is revealed when
Idem: "Hallowe'en", p. 101.
(
53.
"Jenny to her crrennip says,
'Will ye go wi' me, grannie?
I'll eat the aDDle at the glass,
T gat frae uncle Johnie:
It was believed that as she combed her hair, the f9ce of
her comoanion would be seen in the glass. The grandmother
upraids the young lass fo^ her act, and tells her many a
onp has "gotten fright
An 1 lived an 1 died delierit,
On sic a night."
Many other suoerstitious acts are brought out in
Hallowe ' en such as,
"Meg f«?in wad to the barn cane
To win three wechts o 1 nothing;"
"it chanced the stack be ^addon'd. thrice
Was timmer oroot for thrawin,"
"Where three laird's lands met at a burn,
dip her left sark-slepv° in,
Was bent that night."
"Amang the branchens on the brae,
Between her an 1 the moon,
^he Deil, or else an outler Quey,
Grat uo an' gae a croon:
^oor Leezie's heart maist lap the hool;"
These are among the simolest of the soells. Others
Ibid: "Hallowe'en", o. 101.
<l
are more awful, as they sre believed to bring the devil
himself on the stage in the form of the future husband or
wife. 'Burns has painted the terror of those who "dared
bv them to seek th<= foul thief to soae their fortune."
In Tam 0* Shanter Burns takes up a legend of the
country side and gives it a rendering concise and sparkling.
Here he amused himself with the adventures and superstitions
of the common people.
Tam * Bhanter is a weird tale o r Tam, who upon a
stormy night, amid whistling saualls of wind and blasts of
hail - on such a night as the devil would choose to take
the air- was plodding; his way home after too much drink.
His way led by the Kirk of Alloway, and being on the
lookout in approaching: the nlace, so well known to be a
favorite haunt of the devil, he saw through the storm a
light corning from the haunted building. He speaks of
going by
"
. . . Alloway ' s auld haunted kirk,
Whare ghaists and. houlet 05 nightly cry".
Then
,,rT1am saw an unco sight 1
Warlocks ^nd witches in a dance;"
Idem: "Tam 0* °hanter", p. 152,
((
and
,
"^he witches follow
Ti' monie an eldritch skreech and hollow."
according to the peasant's superstitious belief, no
diabolical power c?n pursue you beyond the middle of a
running stream. Lucky it was for Tam to reach the middle
of the bridge Just as the witches were close at. his heels.
"Now, do thy speedy utmost, Meg,
And win the key-stan of the brig:
A running stream they ^°r^na cross."
In the Dell ^irns Pictures the rustic superstitions
regarding the fourth ner^on <af thn Scottish godhead. He
reveals to us the mingled f»ith ^nd superstition, piety
^n' irreverence, sobriety and drunkenness, integrity and
hypocrisy of the peasants of Scotland.
"Hear me, auld Hangie, for a wee,
An 1 let noor damned bodies be;
I'm sure sma* Pleasure it can gie
,
v,c,n to a deil,
To skelp an' scaud noor doss like me,
\n' hepr n a s^ueel I"
Idem: "Tam C qh*nter", o. 152.
"Address To The DeTil", p. 85.

°cotland is a land of superstition , as it is a land
of religion, poetry, and romance. Superstition is
inspired by its a;lens
,
its hills, its streams, its scenery
it° story, and were it to be forgotten the land would lose
its ch^rm, and Poetry and romance be robbed of their
prolific realms. The superstitions of Scotland are those
of a simoleminded :
,
earnest, sincere and thoughtful people
D
ABST^^T OF THESIS
Tn the I'orejoins; pages I have endeavored to srive
you a picture of the economic, domestic, social, religious
life, ^nd the superstitions of tne Scottish peasants as
deoicted in the poetry of Robert Burns.
Tn his rsoems , Burns snows us tnat te laboring class
were ur^ve and optimistic, ana iuuna a degree or napumess
ana contentment with za° bare necessities 01 lue. He
impresses us wxtn one tnuugni, tnat tn° Bcottisn peasant
wrestled, all nis lue witxi :overty and misfortune, out tnat
ne endured nis trouDies witn patience and died m peace,
because ne naa ieariie& we seci^et or victory over seir.
Tne general view or tne landscape served as an
explanation ui many arawuacK.s tnat Burns' peasants naa
to r ce m tneir struggle iur a living. Scott.i.sn land-
scape presented a uieaK aspect, and a deplorauie c^naxtiun,
except, wnere tne natural woods survxvea in tne sneiterea
vane_y s •
Tne Twa Doks gives us a picture oi tne two aides 01
Scottion country lue. It rests un tne distinction between

a orivilecred gentry and an unorivilP<T<=>d peasantry. Burns
has shown us that the homely relations that had existed
in former days between the richer and the ooorer classes
were ^rowino; less because of the prosnerity of the ctantry.
In the Cotter 1 s ^aturdg y Night "n^ Hallowe'en we
Y)%tj-c> pictures of the same rural life, into which the
disturbing influences of class distinction does not enter.
There the peasant forgets there is such a thing as social
unequality and describes the peasantry in the Quiet
dignity and devotion of their homes, and in the innocent,
mirth of their rustic festivals.
The first important as-nect of domestic life of the
peasants is found, undoubtedly, in the strength of his
domestic attachments. This striking; characteristic of
family relation's is revealed by Burns in his intimate
scenes nictured in the Cottar* ° "at.'i^'1 ^ Nl^ht
.
u
^re
we find scenes that n re typical of the homalife of the
majority of the peasants of his day. From this ooem we
can conclude that the oeasants were naturally ^rave
,
hospitable, friendly, and had a peculiar attachment for
their own country and families. The attitude of the
oeasant was one of contentment with the simole necessities
'II
of life and independence which caused him to sacrifice
himself to any extent for the welfare of his family.
"Content^ Wi 1 little, but cantie wi* mair" is a typical
attitude of the peasant toward his sinrole existence.
The subject of religion enters to a vital extent
into the bo^y of ^rns 1 writings. He pictures the sinrole
faith and practices of the Scottish peasantry, the official
religion of the kirk, and his own oersonal expressions of
religious thoughts and feelings. The Scottish peasant
realized the value of sinrole faith in the unbuilding of
character. The Cotter 's Saturday Night gives a faithful
and loving portrayal of the devout side of rustic life.
The other side of Qcottish religion was that represented
in the kirk theology. Burns' sympathies wpre aroused
against the intolerance, hypocrisy and uncharitableness
fostered by the old orthodoxy. His sense of humor and
power of sarcasm are revealed in The Twa He rds , and
Holy Willies ^rayer.
The peasants living in the rural country of Scotland
were of a superstitious nature, believing in witches,
ghosts, fairies, and devils. The poems Hallowe'en and
5in
l II I
Tarn 0_|_ qhanter repeal to us many of their superstitious
beliefs.
From turns' noems we have a pjlimose of Scotch
oeesant life that makes us almost reverence th°se heroic
men and women, who ker>t their faith and their self-r<=°^
in the face of ooverty, and whose hearts, under their
rouo:h exteriors, were tender anfl true as steel.
II
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